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In our glorious fight for 
civil rights, we must 
guard against being 

fooled by false slogans, 
such as ‘right to work.’ 

It provides no ‘rights’ 
and no ‘works.’ Its 

purpose is to destroy 
labor unions and the 
freedom of collective 

bargaining. 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr 

SB 419 (Skinner) Pupil Discipline – Willful Defiance 
Prohibits the suspension of a pupil enrolled in a school district or charter school in grades k-8 for 
disrupting school activities or otherwise willfully defying the valid authority of school personnel; 
prohibits the suspension of a pupil enrolled in a school district or charter school in grades 9 - 12 for 
those acts until January 1, 2025; and requires the governing board of a school district to adopt 
policies and related regulations pursuant to Section 48910 for the appropriate supervision of a pupil 
if suspension of the pupil from class for willful defiance or classroom disruption requires the 
continued presence of the pupil at the school site.  

Ed. Code Section 48910 
No violence should be tolerated. Here are general recommendations.  
 
1.  Class Suspension can be utilized and is at the discretion of the teacher for any 
reason and definitely violence. Here is the applicable Ed 
Code: https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=ED
C&sectionNum=48910 
Note that the student can’t be placed in another class while they are suspended from 
yours. They would have to be in the office or other setting.  Where the student goes is 
up to administration to deal with.  This will definitely get the attention of the parents and 
school quickly.  
 
2. Notifying the Police: https://codes.findlaw.com/ca/education-code/edc-sect-
44014.html 
If it is an emergency, call the police.  This applies to any grade level or student (including 
Special Education).  If there is time, give administration a heads up first to 
intervene.  The Ed Code is very clear that a police report should be filed if an employee 
is attacked, assaulted, or physically threatened by any pupil.  A teacher can’t face any 
repercussions for making the report.  
  
3. If a Special Education student is violent (in addition to above), call an IEP meeting to 
discuss intervention and potentially alternative placement. Any member of the IEP team 
can do this.  Keep calling meetings until a change is made. The teacher can sign the IEP 
and write that they are dissenting and write a dissenting opinion.  
  
4.  The more teachers/unit members can band together and have a united message and 
recommendations about a student or situation, the better. It is difficult to shrug off 
concerns that a group has. Try to pre-plan the approach before the IEP meeting so 
everyone is on the same page.   Also, if the student has been in previous classrooms 
and has had interactions with other concerned teachers, the group can go together to 
the principal with the concerns even if they aren’t a part of the IEP team.   
 
 
It will likely take multiple different approaches, but a change will made if she 
addresses it various ways and keeps it up.  
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CTA believes the state and 
federal government should 
provide adequate funding for 
education in order for school 
districts to fulfill the goals of 
providing a quality education 
and necessary resources to 
meet the individual needs of 
all students. 

 

Did You Know? 
MEA has a MEMBERS ONLY Facebook Page. @MurrietaTA 

Have you Seen?  
MVUSD’s Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP)  
19-20 LCAP    
 
Teaching Through Trauma 
https://californiaeducator.org/2019/08/19/teaching-through-trauma/ 
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California has long relied on mostly short-term 
solutions to our budget problems, which has 
done us no long-term favors. The health of 
California's public schools depends on stable tax 
revenues. It is time to demand action to restore 
fairness to the system and make sure everyone 
is paying their fair share 
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